Options for Stoven Close multiplay unit (Supplied and installed with Matta safer surfacing)

All quotes subject to final site survey by suppliers

Via Simon Walker at East Suffolk Norse

Please see attached to give a basic overview of options for additional unit circa £15k at Stoven.

I don’t think the HAGS unit fulfils the brief but it does demonstrate the basic cost of attending site to install a modest unit complete with safer surfacing!

Kompan and Playdale units are both practical but I am more impressed with the range of challenge and activities on the Kompan unit.

PLAYDALE Bity City Innsbruck Plus
with Stainless Steel Slide (not pictured)
Ages 5-12
£15660 +VAT

KOMPAN Three tower unit and stainless steel slide
Ages 4-12
£15102.25 +VAT
HAGS Firon
Ages 1-5
£13608.96 +VAT